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$219.99 Take up to 12 months to pay without interest and without late fees. Pre-qualification now. The certified device is certified to work with the ring. Enjoy a simpler setup and seamless experience in the app. The thinnest smart lock on the market has just become smarter. Use the ring
app to easily lock and unlock the door remotely, view the lock state, or view the event history so you always know who's coming and going. Want voice control? Connect Ring Alarm to Alexa-enabled devices to control the lock with commands such as Alexa, locking the front door. You really
never have to worry about lost keys again. The insyable Yale Real Living Assure Lock SL connects to your Ring Alarm Security Kit with the K-Wave system and integrates seamlessly with Ring devices. It's all at your fingertips. The sleek touchscreen keyboard wakes up with a touchscreen
and has backlit rooms that won't wear off. Tap the keyboard with three fingers to activate the single-touch lock, or turn on the automatic lock to make sure the door is always locked after a certain amount of time. No cylinder means no lost keys, lock, took locks or blow break-ins. The quiet,
fully motorized deadbolt is also narrowed to accommodate most residential doors. And for extra protection, the 9V rechargeable terminal provides backup power so you don't have to worry about dead batteries. Believe us, this smart castle really lives up to its name. Size and Color Features
Power and Connection Installation General $219.99 Take up to 12 months to pay no interest and no late fees. Pre-qualification now. The certified device is certified to work with the ring. Enjoy a simpler setup and seamless experience in the app. The thinnest smart lock on the market has
just become smarter. Use the ring app to easily lock and unlock the door remotely, view the lock state, or view the event history so you always know who's coming and going. Want voice control? Connect Ring Alarm to Alexa-enabled devices to control the lock with commands such as
Alexa, locking the front door. You really never have to worry about lost keys again. The insyable Yale Real Living Assure Lock SL connects to your Ring Alarm Security Kit with the K-Wave system and integrates seamlessly with Ring devices. It's all at your fingertips. The sleek touchscreen
keyboard wakes up with a touchscreen and has backlit rooms that won't wear off. Tap the keyboard with three fingers to activate the one-touch lock, or turn on the automatic lock to that the door is always locked after a certain amount of time. No cylinder means no lost keys, lock, took locks
or blow break-ins. The quiet, fully motorized deadbolt is also narrowed to accommodate most residential doors. And for extra protection, the 9V rechargeable terminal provides backup power so you don't have to worry about dead batteries. Believe us, this smart castle really lives up to its
name. Size and Color Features Power and Connection Installation General Complete Yale4Pros app within 24 hours, get approval with login and password Apply Apply Color Name: Oil-Sweated Bronze Style: Non-Connected Safe Your Home with this Yale Real Living electronic lock and



enjoy the convenience of unlocking and locking the door with a backlit touch keyboard; You'll never have to carry your keys with you again. Create unique pin codes for friends and family and delete codes when you need to. The Grade 2 castle is certified and maintained by Yale, one of the
world's most famous brands of locking industry, which has been providing homes since 1846, ensuring that your home and family are always safe. Upgrade with the Yale-Wave or zigBee module if you ever decide to integrate the castle into your smart home. The modules sold on
Yale2you.com Amazon.com YRD220 Real Living electronic touch lock deadbolt adds a level of simplicity to a home without a key entry without compromising any security. Its interactive touch screen and voice programming make it the perfect deadbolt for any homeowner looking to add
extra security without additional problems. The latest in Lock Technology With an interactive touch screen that can be programmed straight to the castle, The Real Living deadbolt of Yale is very easy to use and put in and even boasts voice aid. It can be mounted with a screwdriver and
placed in the usual deadbolt lock space. The lock privacy feature allows you to block all users, while the auto-locking feature forces the deadbolt to block once 30 seconds has passed, and the fake alarm is triggered when the wrong code is put several times. The touch screen is also
illuminated, so there is no voltage to use at night. The lock has 12 buttons in the phone's standard layout template, and it's a snap to customize the PIN for new users, adding an extra layer of convenience for home security. The touchscreen is weather-resistant and the voice guide can be
used in English, Spanish or French. The plethora of useful FeaturesYale's Real Living deadbolt lock has a sturdy all-metal exterior escutcheon and a motorized in-and-out tape bolt that retains lock functionality even if the door isn't perfectly aligned. Because of its comfortable size, it can go
above the usual lever lock and it does not need additional holes to be inserted during installation. It has a variable volume, so it can be set on individual preferences and low battery warning, so there is no worrying about safety compromised due to lack of energy. It can be used with doors
that are 1-3/8 inches to 6-1/4 inches thick (1-3/8 inches with a special thin door pad) and is available in three finishes to fit various decorations: polished brass, butter-shabby bronze, and satin nickel. Dimensions - The YRD220 Real Living electronic touchscreen deadbolt lock measures 1-
11/32 inches deep in the exterior, 2-23/32 inches in outer width, and 6-5/64 inches in outer height and weighs 5 pounds. It comes with an annual electronic warranty and limited service life finish and mechanics warranty O YaleYale is one of the oldest international brands in the world one of
the most famous names in the lockout industry. The history of Yale University reflects the major innovations that marked the evolution not only of Yale University, but of the entire lockout industry. Yale Locks and Equipment are recognized worldwide as a leader and innovator in the
architectural hardware industry, with millions of Yale products used in more than 125 countries. Drawing on more than 150 years of quality and customer-oriented services, Yale offers a full selection of door equipment for residential applications, currently including Yale Real Living as part of
a new digital home. This keyless record made it easy. What is in BoxOne Yale YRD220 Real Living electronic touchscreen deadbolt lock, installation and programming instructions, quickstart guide, 4 AA batteries. Protect your home with the most famous brand in the door locking industry,
Yale. Enjoy security and peace of mind knowing that your doors are protected by one of the longest locking companies. Our Yale Real Living products are backed up by a lifetime warranty on finishing and mechanics. See more 1 Table Contents 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 21 yale real living manual. yale real living push button deadbolt. yale real living app. yale real living assure. yale real living z-wave. yale real living reset master code. yale real living network module. yale real living programming
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